In order to examine potential effects of methodological choices influencing developments in relative citation scores for countries, a fixed journal set comprising of 3232 journals continuously indexed in the Web of Science from 1981 to 2014 is constructed. From this restricted set, a citation database depicting the citing relations between the journal publications is formed and relative citation scores based on full and fractional counting are calculated for the whole period. Previous longitudinal studies of citation impact show stable rankings between countries. To examine such findings coming from a dynamic set of journals for potential "database effects", we compare them to our fixed set. We find that relative developments in impact scores, country profiles and rankings are both very stable and very similar within and between the two journal sets as well as counting methods. We do see a small "inflation factor" as citation scores generally are somewhat lower for highperforming countries in the fixed set compared to the dynamic set. Consequently, using an ever-decreasing set of journals compared to the dynamic set, we are still able to reproduce accurately the developments in impact scores and the rankings between the countries found in the dynamic set. Hence, potential effects of methodological choices seem to be of limited importance compared to the stability of citation networks.
Introduction
The measurement and monitoring of national research performance is important, but has been a methodological challenge in the field of scientometrics since the inception of the citation indices in the 1960s. Numerous studies have presented claims of rises or declines in national research performances but the underlying data and methods used have been characterised by instability and vast "degrees of freedom" for investigators leading to disputable and contradictory results (e.g., Martin et al. 1987; Leydesdorff 1988 Leydesdorff , 2017 Leydesdorff and Wagner 2009; Martin 2017) . It is claimed that analyses, where changes over time for systems of interest, are examined require, at least in principle, a time invariant "basket of things measured" (Mirowski 2011, p. 269) . If this is unattainable, variations should as a minimum be accounted for in order for measurements to be interpretable.
Establishing a historical baseline seems therefore to be a basic condition for time series analyses in order to make comparisons conceivable; but this is a rare condition in scientometric analyses. The two commercial citation databases most often used for analysing developments in the scientific literature, Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus, do not provide such relatively stable reference sets. Both databases are characterised as being dynamic in their inclusion and exclusion of journals to their perceived "core" set. Initially, Garfield and Sher at the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), developed the Journal Impact Factor (JIF) to guide their selection of journals to a relatively stable core set of roughly 3500 journals in the Science Citation Index (SCI) (Garfield 1955; Garfield and Sher 1963) . Later, when ISI was acquired by Thomson Reuters in the early 1990s, more opaque decision criteria for journal in-and exclusions were introduced (Mirowski 2010) . Eventually after the appearance of Elsevier's Scopus database, being a competitor to WoS, in the mid2000s, commercial interests seem to have been the main criteria for journal inclusions for both citation databases resulting in prodigious extensions (Testa 2011) .
The use of a historical baseline for longitudinal comparisons of publication activity has been discussed from time to time in the literature (e.g., Narin 1976; Studer and Chubin 1980) . Narin and his company Computer Horizons Inc. (CHI) introduced an ex ante fixed journal set from SCI and used it for longitudinal comparisons in the early Science and Engineering Indicator reports commissioned by the US National Science Board arguing that "working with a changing data set would require much additional statistical manipulation" (1976, p. 138) . When Narin proposed to work with such fixed journal sets, the SCI was a relatively stable database and he estimated that for the period 1965-1973 the fixed journal set actually covered 89.5% of the publications compared to the dynamic journal set constituting the whole SCI database (Narin 1976, p. 138) . Hence, at the time the discrepancy in coverage between the two journal sets was small.
A claim by Martin et al. (1987) that British science was in decline generated a prolonged and heated methodological debate in the scientometric community in the late 1980s and early 1990s (e.g., Leydesdorff 1988; Narin et al. 1988; Braun et al. 1989 Braun et al. , 1991 Leydesdorff 1991; Martin 1991 Martin , 1994 .
1 Central to the debate was Martin and colleagues' use of the CHI fixed journal set to measure and monitor the publication output of the United Kingdom (UK). According to critics, the fixed set approach was untenable because analyses done on the corresponding dynamic journal set did not verify the general declining trends for British publication output, leading the critics to claim that Martin and colleagues' findings were an artefact of their chosen methodology (Leydesdorff 1988) . The choice of a fixed set was in fact only one of several debatable parameter choices discussed. Braun et al. (1989) identified 28 such parameters, where the most conspicuous besides choice of database was Martin and colleagues' use of fractional counting at the country level to depict relative shares of output (Leydesdorff 1988) . Leydesdorff (1988) argued that we can assume that authors in what he call "advanced" countries such as the UK will have more prolific publication activity in new journals associated with newly developed fields of science. According to Leydesdorff (1988 Leydesdorff ( , 2002 , such presumed dynamic and innovative publication activities are penalized when using a fixed set approach. Recent findings from Cimini et al. (2014) seem to support the claim that "advanced" countries have considerably broader research profiles compared to "less-advanced" countries, albeit such claims are always conditional on the underlying publication classification system used. Obviously, Leydesdorff's argument addresses the fundamental dilemma with fixed journal sets: in order to establish a baseline to compare with, we impose a restriction whereby the universe and its evolution to a large extent becomes frozen at a particular point in time (Leydesdorff 1989) .
As is common with debates in the social sciences, this one also never really settled, it just died out. The proper choice of counting unit is still debated with arguments for and against fractional counting both in publication, collaboration and impact analyses (e.g., Leydesdorff 1988; Katz and Martin 1997; Gauffriau and Larsen 2005; Gauffriau et al. 2007 Gauffriau et al. , 2008 Hagen 2009; Mirowski 2010; Aksnes et al. 2012; Waltman and van Eck 2015) . In essence, the problem relates to the extensive unsolved theoretical and operational measurement challenges in scientometrics. Author and affiliation "credits" remain such a challenge. They are easily countable, albeit the construct, content and criterion validities of such counts and the claims based upon them are often questionable and problematic (e.g., Katz and Martin 1997) .
As for the use of fixed journal sets, several studies have pragmatically used such sets as comparable baselines in various publication analyses (e.g., van Leeuwen and Tijssen 2000; Glanzel et al. 2003; Tijssen and Winnink 2016) . Alternatives to using a fixed journal set approach have also been applied, for example by comparing relative national growth rates to the relative growth rate of the dynamic database (Schneider 2010) , or by accounting for changes in the database's journal coverage by comparing annual growth rates for journals indexed in two consecutive years (Moed 2008) . Irrespective of these different approaches, what is important to emphasise in a science policy context, is the fact that developments in publication output, whether in fixed or dynamic journal sets, is still only a reflection on the visibility in a particular citation database (determined by inconsistent indexing policies) and not an exhaustive outline of total publication output (Larsen and von Ins 2010; Michels and Schmoch 2012) .
The previous uses of fixed journal sets have primarily focused on measuring developments in publication activity. Issues of citation impact have been almost absent in these discussions. In the present study, we return to the issue of using fixed journal sets as baselines in longitudinal scientometric studies. Contrary to previous studies, our focus is upon developments in and comparisons of relative citation impact for countries over time. Our aim is to substantiate recent findings of long-term stability between national impact rankings and at the same time, apparently continuous diminishing gaps in impact values between many Western countries, as well as a seemingly incessant rise in impact for a select number of "advanced" countries . It is important to examine to what extent factors such as dynamic journal sets or counting methods, may influence such findings.
What perhaps is seldom recognized, especially not in a science policy context, is the fact that a field normalized citation reference value, such as the database average of one, for example used in the MNCS indicator (Waltman et al. 2012) , is not a time invariant constant in a dynamic journal database.
2 The reference value is constructed annually based on the eligible publications in the database at that particular time. Hence, it is strictly dependent on the journal coverage in that year. Put simply, at any particular time calculating the database reference value is a zero-sum game where citations go in the numerator and publications in the denominator. Over time as the journal coverage and volume of a database changes, and especially when numerous new journals with lesser citation activity are included, ceteris paribus, the relation between numerator and denominator changes as well. In principle, this can create an imperceptible "inflation effect" (e.g., Wilson 2007; Althouse et al. 2009; Neff and Olden 2010; Kiesslich et al. 2016; Stahlschmidt and Hinze 2016) . Journal changes in a database, especially inclusion of journals with lower citation densities may therefore result in an inflation factor that can create some artefacts in longitudinal studies of the development in impact scores for policy units of analysis such as countries. Such an inflation factor may be hard to discern and it may interact with other time variant factors that influence citation scores such as developments in co-authoring or length of reference lists. However, disregarding such "database effects" can have important consequences for science policy as a country may seem to increase its impact, which could be interpreted as an effect of some policy initiatives, whereas in fact it is more likely an artefact due to a dynamic development in the database. Such policy interpretations have for instance been voiced in relation to the seemingly continuous growth of national Danish citation impact in the last 20-years.
The present study examines such potential "database effects" by comparing dynamic and fixed journals sets. Our point of departure is the apparent stability over time in ranking of countries based on relative citation impact previously found in the dynamic version of WoS . We examine the development of impact for ten different countries by comparing their impact and presence in the dynamic version of WoS to a fixed version consisting of journals selected for inclusion up until 1981 based on their impact factor and continuously indexed until 2014. The fixed set constitutes a baseline where the discrepancy in journal coverage will be small in the beginning of the period examined and larger at the end. Our fixed set is not time invariant as we do not account for developments in volume, length of reference lists etc. However, we assume that these developments are comparable to the dynamic set and that we therefore still are able to compare developments and examine potential differences between the two sets at the country level.
Data and method
Our analyses are based on publications from the WoS citation database. More specifically, we use a version of the WoS database enhanced and preserved by CWTS at Leiden University, the Netherlands. This version contains publications from 1981 onwards. Two data sets are used: (1) the entire database comprising publications from Science Citation Index, Social Science Citation Index, as well as the Arts and Humanities Citation Index; and (2) a reduced version of the database based on a fixed set of journals from the three aforementioned citation indices.
In order to be included in the fixed set, we require journals to be indexed continuously in the WoS database from 1981 to 2014. As these journals were selected for inclusion in WoS up until 1981 their selection was most likely based on their Journal Impact Factor (JIF). Their continuous presence in WoS can only be subscribed to the JIF up until the time when journal inclusion in WoS became a commercial matter beginning in the mid-1990s. Notice, journals changing names or ISSN number, or journals split up, are all excluded for the analyses. The inclusion criteria entail that relatively recent and seemingly central journals such as the expanding Nature and PLOS families are not included in the fixed set. Consequently, the reduced database comprises a fixed set of 3232 continuously indexed journals. Based on the eligible fixed set journals and their publications, in this case research articles, reviews and letters as classified in WoS, a restricted citation databases is created which only contains citation traffic between these 3232 journals.
We run a number of different descriptive analyses with different parameter values. In the analyses, research articles and reviews are weighted as one publication unit and letters as 0.25. 3 We examine both full and fractional counts; as we focus our analyses at the country level, we apply fractional counting according to country affiliations in the publications. Citation analyses are performed with similar parameters and for all citation analyses we apply a four-year fixed citation window and we exclude self-citations. We normalize observed citation scores according to expected citation activities in the respective WoS journal subject categories 4 to which publications are linked through their journals, also taking into consideration comparable publication years (Waltman et al. 2012) . We compare the developments in citation impact for ten different countries, a group of traditionally high performing countries with different sizes: USA, UK, Netherlands, Switzerland and Denmark. A group of medium performing European countries: Norway and Spain, and finally a group of relative large but lower performing BRICS countries: China, Brazil and South Africa. The choice of countries are convenient. We have data for all countries, but since the study should be manageable, we selected what we think are interesting countries from the three broad analytical groups described above.
Results
In this section, we present some of the results of our studies. First, we examine and compare the developments in the dynamic and fixed database when it comes to journals and publications. Next, we present the main results concerning the comparisons of impact development between the dynamic and fixed sets for ten individual countries.
Developments in publications and journals
Figure 1 below illustrates the developments in publications and journals in the dynamic and fixed sets, as well as the overlap between them. We present results for both full and fractional counts. Panel (A) shows the development in publication counts from 1981 to 2014. Panel (B) shows the development in the number of journals in the dynamic set, obviously the fixed set is constant at 3232 journals as described above. Panel (C) shows the developments in the proportion of publication counts and journals covered by the fixed set compared to the dynamic set, or in other words the overlap between the two journal sets.
Panel (B) shows the well-known growth in the WoS database with the sudden increases in journal coverage first around 1995 and more markedly around 2005/6. These changes in journal coverage is also reflected in panel (A). We see a small upward jump in publication counts for the dynamic database around 1995 and a more noticeable one around 2005/6 resulting in a subsequent steeper growth curve. When we compare the developments in publication counts for the fixed set with the dynamic set, we do see a continuous growth but clearly without sudden bursts. Consequently, accounting for the number of journals alone in a fixed set is in principle not enough in order to create an invariant data set. It is reasonable to assume, however, that the fixed set is influenced by the same mechanisms as the dynamic set when it comes to time variant influences on knowledge production, such as increasing number of authorships, international cooperation, average length of papers and references lists, information and communication technology etc. The growth in volume is thus "variance unaccounted for" and, if necessary, will have to be dealt with either statistically and/or pragmatically. We can infer that the developments in the two sets are indeed influenced by similar mechanisms by comparing the widening gap between full and fractional counts. Fractional counting is done at the country level, hence the widening gap is a result of more internationalization which seems to affect both sets in a similar manner.
Panel C illustrates the developments in the overlaps between the two sets. For journals we see that in 1981 the overlap proportion was 0.51 (i.e. half of the journals indexed up to 1981 are covered in the database for the whole period examined) and in 2014 this has dropped to 0.26 due to the marked inclusion of new journals in the dynamic set. The overlap proportion for full counted publications was 0.58 in 1981, increasing somewhat until the early 1990s where after we see a steady decline to 0.45 in 2014. The trend for fractional counts is similar albeit the proportions are somewhat smaller, 0.56 in 1981 to 0.37 in 2014.
Consequently, in the early period examined, the fixed set included around half the journals included in the dynamic set, but more than half of publications. At the end of the period, the fixed set only contains a quarter of the journals indexed by dynamic set, but still covers 45% or 37% of the publication counts respectively. The fixed set can be seen as a core set of continuously indexed primarily Anglo-American journals that have grown steadily in volume and therefore contains a considerable amount of the total citation traffic. New journals have been added to the dynamic database. While a few of them such as the Nature and PLOS families accrue considerable citation traffic, the majority are smaller specialty journals with lesser citation traffic. We should therefore expect a substantial degree of stability in impact trends between the two journal sets for the ten countries examined, but the question is to what extent the distribution of missing citation activity outside the fixed set influences the impact scores for individual countries. Figure 2 shows the developments in relative citation impact in the dynamic and fixed journal sets for all 10 countries using full counting. The patterns in the dynamic set are well-known, most countries have continuously growing impact scores culminating in the most recent years and the exceptions being the US and Brazil. The fixed set produces a similar overall representation albeit with a noticeable difference. The impact Figure 3 shows the developments in relative citation impact in the dynamic and fixed journal sets for all 10 countries using fractional counting.
Developments in relative citation impact
Again, the patterns in the dynamic set are well known. A continuous rise in international co-authoring, especially among the medium and high-performing countries brings them closer together especially during the last decade resulting in miniscule differences in impact scores. Contrary to the developments for the full counting approach in Fig. 2 , fractional counting results in much lower growth rates. For several high-performing countries, developments over time seem much more flat. Noticeable exceptions are Spain and China. Also, US performance does not decline in the same manner as with full counts testifying to the country's central collaborative role. Similar to Fig. 2 , the fixed set produces a comparable overall representation of impact development albeit again with the noticeable difference that the impact scores are generally much closer to each other in the last decade examined and the scores for so-called high-performing countries are generally somewhat lower compared to the dynamic set.
Overall, when we compare the developments in the rankings between the countries in the dynamic and fixed sets in Figs. 2 and 3 , we can infer that they are very stable and very similar. What differs is the density between impact scores, which are closer in the fixed set albeit still with a recognizable gap between two performance groups, most pronounced in Fig. 3 where the concentration effects of international co-authoring are most noticeable.
Figures S1 and S2 in the supplementary material contrasts the developments in impact scores for the individual countries. The patterns are similar between full and fractional counting for the individual countries. So-called high-performing countries, e.g. Denmark, Netherlands, Switzerland, UK and the US, generally have slightly lower impact scores in the fixed set. There are individual differences, e.g. the gap for the UK and the US is largest in the early period examined which is most likely a result of excluding many Anglo-American journals that were indexed in the database early on but not continuously up until 2014. On the other hand, Brazil and China seem to benefit from the fixed set at certain times. Brazil have higher impact scores in the fixed set in the last period, whereas China also has larger impact scores in the fixed set in a decade long period from around 1995 onwards. The implications of these findings are discussed in the next final section.
Discussion
The use of fixed journal sets in publication analyses at the country level have been fiercely debated in the scientometric community (e.g., Martin et al. 1987; Leydesdorff 1988 Leydesdorff , 1989 Leydesdorff , 1991 . Indeed, the choice of journal sets was only one among several important parameter choices in such studies and the debate clearly demonstrated that the outcomes of publication analyses at the country level are highly dependent on these choices (Braun et al. 1989) . Obviously, it is not appropriate that outcomes are so volatile and dependent on parameter choices, especially in policy matters.
The important question is to what extent such volatile outcomes also apply to longitudinal analyses of relative citation scores at the country level. We therefore set out to examine this in the present study. Our aim was to examine to what extent recent longitudinal findings in citation impact development for countries are influenced by the fact that they are derived from dynamic journal sets as well as to examine the influence of counting methods. Would we see similar volatile outcomes as in the previous cases with publication analyses?
Hence, we constructed a fixed journal set comprising of 3232 journals continuously indexed in the WoS from 1981 to 2014. From this restricted set, a citation database depicting the citing relations between the journal publications was created. Relative citation scores, their developments and the rankings between the countries were then compared to the traditional, dynamic version of the WoS.
Main findings
Overall, we show that the fixed journal sets largely mirrors the dynamic sets in terms of the long-term developments in relative citation scores at the country level. Consequently, the ranking between countries remains stable over time, albeit the gap in impact scores between higher and lower performing countries diminishes somewhat. This is true for both full and fractional counting. Consequently, we demonstrate that one of the main issues previously debated in relation to publication analyses, choice of journal set, does not seem to influence the general outcomes in relation to relative citation scores at the country level. Stable results are important especially for science policy. However, the results also show that the high-performing countries generally have somewhat lower citation scores in the fixed set compared to their scores in the dynamic set, hence while seemingly not influencing the ranking between the countries, the density between citation scores and countries become smaller in the fixed set, especially in the most recent period. It is also evident that the trajectories of the citation profiles and the density between them are somewhat different when we compare full and fractional counting, albeit not between the dynamic and fixed sets. This is not surprising in as much as fractional counting adjusts for international collaboration in our study. Clearly, full and fractional counting measure different constructs and relative citation indicators are also to some extent influenced by their parent counting method.
We can thus conclude that publication analyses are much more vulnerable to choices of journals sets as publication behaviour obviously change over time. Most interestingly, the same does not seem to be the case with citation behaviour which seem to be much stable. In this study, we are able to reproduce the main citation profiles for countries in a fixed journal set despite considerable changes in publication behaviour both in the fixed and dynamics sets. We therefore conclude that the recent longitudinal findings in citation impact development for countries in a dynamic database are stable.
We will now elaborate on these findings.
Some explanations
The apparent isomorphism in country profiles between the dynamic and fixed sets is interesting as the journal overlap between the two sets decreases substantially over time from 0.51 in 1981 to 0.26 in 2014. In other words, in spite of the overall growth in the dynamic set, the fixed set with its 3232 journals still contains the vast majority of the most visible and important journals in the WoS. Many of them are old Anglo-American journals which continue to generate considerable citation activity. There are however, some minor, but systematic, discrepancies when it comes to actual citation scores and their developments. In particular, for the high-performing countries it is observed that the citation scores in general are marginally lower in the fixed set. There may be several intertwined expiations for this. For one thing, citation traffic is not symmetric between units. High-performers tend to receive citations from the entire performance strata, whereas their own citing activity typically is more concentrated mainly in the higher performance strata. It is therefore likely that high-performing countries will lose relatively more citations going from a dynamic to a fixed set of well-established journals, compared to lower performing countries. In addition to losing citations, cumulative effects beneficial to high-performing countries are most likely also affected by this move (Bonitz 1997 (Bonitz , 2005 Bonitz et al. 1997) .
Like Althouse et al. (2009) and Stahlschmidt and Hinze (2016) we also find it plausible that some of the discrepancies can be ascribed to small "inflation effects". Althouse et al. (2009, p. 27 ) estimate the average increase in a weighted impact factor for all fields in a dynamic version of WoS to be on average 2.6% per year over the period 1994-2005. They claim that the predominant factor responsible for this inflation effect is the fact that the average number of references in papers has increased gradually in the period under examination. Further, the authors also claim that the growth rate in the dynamic database has had very little influence on impact factor inflation. More recently, Stahlschmidt and Hinze (2016) have also examined the seemingly unbroken impact growth in recent decades among most countries. Knowing that not every country can improve its relative performance to all other countries in the database, Stahlschmidt and Hinze (2016) also turn to the dynamic nature of the database as an explanatory factor. In particular, they focus upon the exponential growth of Chinese publications and the influence this may have on the supposed "inflation factor". To examine this, the authors construct a "counterfactual" database by removing all Chinese publications from WoS and compare differences in mean normalized citation scores (MNCS) based on fractional counts between the two versions. Like the present findings, the overall difference in MNCS decreases over time, but the effect is weak and there are country variations. According to the authors the explanation of the (limited) inflation effect is, that Chinese publications cite developed countries' publications above average and that the high performing countries therefore benefit the most from the growth of Chinese publications in the WoS.
As stated above, and similar to Stahlschmidt and Hinze (2016) , we also ascribe some of the effects found in our study to an increase in obtained citations for the high-performing countries in the dynamic set compared to the fixed set. But like other studies, we also find this effect to be relatively insignificant. Potential database effects at the country level thus seem to be of very limited importance compared to the stability of citation networks.
Hence, the most interesting finding of the study is not the small inflation effects, but rather the fact that with the fixed set, we are able to reproduce the relative developments in impact scores and the rankings between the countries found in the constantly growing dynamic set. A relatively small "core set" of only 3232 journals thus still dominate the global scholarly communication patterns and its citation activity. An interesting question, which we will dive deeper into in further studies, is then whether an even smaller number of "core journals" also can replicate the same developments? From early on the SCI was constructed around a core set of journals that accounted for the vast majority of the perceived citation traffic within science. Garfield and others have repeatedly claimed that " [a] small number of journals accounts for the bulk of significant scientific results" (1996, p. 13) , and that this core set has been remarkable stable over the years (see also Bonitz 2002; Ioannidis 2006) . Obviously, factors such as increases in volume, co-authorships and length of reference lists may have increased citation traffic considerably over the years. Yet, what seems evident is that citation distributions are not only skewed and highly concentrated, but also extremely stable. This fact perhaps more than any other explains why we can replicate the developments in WoS with a smaller journal set.
